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How to finish dissertation in 2 days

Take short periodic walks to calm the focus.posted by umbú at 11:00 am on October 20, 2014 [1 favorite] find a partner (fellow student, husband, etc.) who can review what you have written. Deliver things to them on a regular basis - every hour, every two hours, etc. - so they can review and make sure
you haven't lost your mind due to lack of sleep. It will also keep you responsible, as you are now responsible for providing small pieces to your partner plus a total of the participant/professor.posted by NotMyselfRightNow at 11:17 am on October 20, 2014 [4 favorites] You can clarify: is this just a finished
project for your supervisor (or from another is going to review it, since your supervisor is on vacation)? Your defense doesn't seem to be in two days (at least, there's no department I know you've agreed to defend without finishing a polished project). Sue... Keep repeating to yourself the best thesis is a
thesis to do. If it is legitimate, it does not have to be perfect, it should be done enough to comment on it and review it. Don't worry about perfection and work in every single thing one amazing thing any of your respondents said, just worry about doing.Published by joycehealy at 11:47 am on October 20,
2014 [4 favorites] just say turn in what you have, that is, don't spend any more time doing new writing. Work on the format and shape of everything. These things take longer than you think.posted by feste at 12:50 pm on October 20, 2014 [1 favorite] also, yes, work on all your formatting, page numbers,
margins etc now, so that you're willing to get it bound once done. Have you arranged for printing and binding yet? If you need to book in for it, do it now.posted by kinddieserzeit at 3:17 pm on October 20, 2014 [1 favorite] was there. If you don't pass, what will be the result? Will you be able to try another
pass later? It may be useful to realize that even if your worst-case scenario occurs, you'll be able to. You will be fine and even if you do not have to take them, after your planned next steps can help neutralize panic and let you get off to work now.posted by MrBobinski at 6:30 pm on October 20, 2014 [2
favorites] final update - I passed!!! (No colors that fly but I don't care as I don't have to think about it ever again!) Thanks again all.posted by billiebee at 7:52 am on November 18, 2014 [12 favorites] « Senior looking for a simple WMV for mp4 disjointed file |   Replacing caster sliding door? Latest » This
thread is closed to new comments. Some people spend months in their dissertation, suffering from every detail. Others will leave him until the last few weeks and make a big deal out of him. One girl wrote it all in 16 hours. Katherine Lux, now 25, managed to write 12,000 words of sociology and
communication thesis at Brunel, and do every night before it was scheduled. The Warwick student, who wrote 10,000 words in one two-day session and his third year of Aberystwyth, was defeated over 36 hours. She said: It started at 5 p.m. the night before and then printed it and ended the next day. I
work well under pressure and I am a very fast writer once I have an idea in my head and I really struggle to focus when I have a lot of time to do something. I often fail articles i wrote weeks before the deadline. But the articles I wrote the day before – or in one case the day it was scheduled in – got A's and
B's. Catherine, originally from Guildford, conducted a survey several months ago. But that was the extent of her entire research and she barely even looked at the results right until the night before that was scheduled. Somehow I got an article titled Web 2.0 and the effects it had on her 2:1 relationships.
More impressive, Katherine says she stayed away from clear forms of caffeine to keep herself awake. At the time, I didn't drink coffee, tea or energy drinks, and I didn't smoke or anything. Around 3 am I had a headache and I was exhausted, and I made a cup of coffee but I couldn't bear the taste. Instead
I got through it in other ways: I went to the shops and got six packets of Coca-Cola. I also had a box of dough balls, yogurt bar yogurt, a pack of Jaffa cakes, a large bar of dairy milk, and a tub of ben and jerry ice cream. People who leave work until the last minute often consider themselves on the brink.
The man who wrote his dissertation over two days claimed that he began hallucinating the experience (Katherine) became a bit strange also listened to Glenn Miller's Little Brown Jug for a few hours on repeat, she said. It was the only song I was listening to that made me focus. I have no idea why. I
actually thought I was going to fail, I confessed. My friends at Uni thought I was crazy. When I got 2:1 I was kind of shocked, but also kind of not because every last-minute article I wrote was very good grades. Katherine graduated from Brunel and now works for a media agency in London. She also runs a
luxury lifestyle blog called Lux Life. As for the other two students who left their dissertation until an embarrassingly deferred date, Catherine described them as amateurs. Although I'm not sure that being the best person to leave articles until the last minute and destroy them is a good thing. — Do you know
someone who wrote his entire dissertation at the last minute? Email [email protected] Yes I'm an idiot. I have three days to finish my 10,000-word thesis and I'm not even halfway through the first chapter. The reason I'm in this situation is because of anxiety. It's hard for me to focus (sometimes I have to
read things over and over as they go in) and depression kills my payers. I've been using Modafinil, which has helped a bit with focus but obviously not enough. I've already had an extension of my father's cancer diagnosis and this has affected me very badly, but I still probably won't finish it. I can't really



push the deadline back any more so that I have another article to do, then the exams are right afterwards (also they may not even allow another extension). My average score is about 66 so it would be a shame if all this hard work went to waste because of des (which doesn't even have to be good for a
2:1 overall as it's worth 20%). What were you going to do in my situation? Am I completely finished? What are my options? Edit: Can't do it. I applied for an extension even if I didn't get that I. If it wasn't for the family, at this point you'd probably just shoot a hi is it possible? I have stuff and I know what I
want to write but I am unable to manage start.when I type and I add in footnotes and quotes ends all sounding disjointed. But if I write by hand then I am unable to cut and paste. How can I do it make a plan and start and not stop until I did i have to have a plan for all seasons but I just keep finding more
stuff. And if I'm handwritten it I'm unable to stick to the number of work. But if you type it it sounds like Stevens suggests that doctine is a bad idea. Davis said doctine will not work. Likewise Austin suggested it was not a good idea. The Doctiner wouldn't work like that. But if you hand it writing you will lose
a number of quotes and footnotes f! Good luck!! I thought it was bad with 5500 words to write by Monday! I suggest red wine (have a responsibility, of course). Never fails to help me write my tasks either so or a lot of coffee, and two of all the night sessions in the computer. Nothin couple of every night is
unable to manage! Spend one night writing everything. Spend a second rewriting that (original post by shinytoy) Hello is it possible? I have stuff and I know what I want to write but I am unable to manage start.when I type and I add in footnotes and quotes ends all sounding disjointed. But if I write by hand
then I am unable to cut and paste. How can I do this nothing is impossible but this is close to impossible enough. Good luck with that. Pep P.S. pills may be an idea but don't expect to be too sane. Get off TSR, it is the devil's site! (banter) good luck though. Only 10, 000 words? I have to do at least 40
pages in 6 days (until midnight Friday). I asked God for another two days, and listened. I got up on Monday as computer services went down. I managed to do 15,000 starting on Monday by up to Wednesday (today) at 17:00 when I found out I had more time oh bad luck I've gotta hit an article 4000 words
I thought that was going to be tough (and yes, I'll be forcibly removed from TSR very soon in order to start...) Pro Plus is the answer... No, reasonable work to deadlines is the answer. (original post by tehjonny) No, reasonable work to deadlines is the answer. This is not very demanding... I spose not lol.
Maybe I'm just too big to be a proper student slap on some raga twins and step into that Shinytoy! Nothing like an article with the rhythm of gonglist! Pull your internet cable out and give it to someone, then it will work. Go to work somewhere without internet access... Writing will not use the Internet (1429
times) ok I've done 3000 that need to be reworked and 1500 in another chapter. 2000 is an introduction and conclusion so I thnk would be OK on blag. At all chat at 4500/8000 until just after halfway! Bah - 10,000 words - that's nothing. Good luck with this it took me months to write my thesis I'm assuming
you have already researched, otherwise you're really well and doomed. Cambridge's experience is fantastic, although it is certainly one to avoid a simon lock whether you're reading fresh about Cambridge, or return doing a thesis this year, and I seriously urge you not to repeat this experience, or write it
into anything like the circumstances you did mine. But this will offer a huge service of Schadenfreude on the folly of the previous. For a long time, I wanted to pursue a career in theatre and film - especially theatre; there's nothing like acting in front of a live audience and seeing them respond in laughter or
tears to comedy or tragedy - and the ADC was a big attraction for me when I applied to Cambridge. Consequently, in the first year I became very committed to it. Then, as I got more and more of it, I realized how much I loved every aspect of the student theatre in Cambridge, and the amount of it I did
intensify in the second year. The only problem was that this was just a point when the workload increased for my subject. Keeping up with weekly articles was one thing: it was hard to do eight hours of theater six days and then bash an article on the background of very little reading the day before. But we
were supposed to work steadily through our theses as well, in order to complete them before the deadline at the beginning of the examination period. Looking at my routine, of course I didn't. Thus, I ended up staring at my entering diary 'Deadline Thesis' – this was in a permanent black mark, under the
date of only two days in the future. I didn't write any of the 5,000 words required. I had not made any remarks. You've done zero reading. I slept in this case, there were two options: giving in a panic, accepting failure in this part of my testimony -- or working flat with only short stops for food, cigarettes and
sleep until I finished it in For the deadline. Either way, I was in a crazy, bad and sad area. I went for this last option. I thought, as Hunter S. Thompson wrote in Fear and Hate in Las Vegas: We can't stop now - we're in the bat country. As I got going - coming up with responses to randomly selected
excerpts from my initial texts - I realized that there was no time to sleep. The first night was all gloomy, but I sat in the library and frantically hit the material as much as possible with the goal of finishing my first project before 6 in the morning. Panic made me stall a lot as I went out for cigarettes every half
hour and I remember spending twenty minutes chasing my Facebook GCSE geography teacher, despite having no interest in him at all, not to mention his posts like: I got a new iPhone and loved. I finished that first project at 8, went for breakfast at college bar and got 6 cans of monster energy while I was
at it. Then I messed away at them and I paper through the books and books, wrote it, wrote it. By the afternoon, I was freeing him in a second draft. I was almost overcome by a deep desire to return to my room, climb under the covers and enjoy the sleep yam i needed, but I was just taking several doses
of monster and type on. About 3.30 a.m. During the second night all night, I felt an influx of confidence that I had produced a complete thesis well. All you need to do is footnotes and bibliography. I do it and maybe I'm doing 60 I got very confident and spent an hour talking to my best friend on the phone
(living in America and it was an evening there) while smoking series. I went back and found that the (photo) was more annoying and time-consuming than I could imagine I began to feel the pressure of time like a terrible burning – it was only about hours until the deadline and the bloody footnoting was
endless. The whole business belongs to Dante's vision of hell in hell. Just after I had that thought, I had a hallucination in which one of the books that I had lying about advanced arms and legs and i started doing handstands on the desk. Watching this, I had a feeling like I had taken a wrong turn to a very,
very bad part of the city. I dropped some more monster and hugged close to the fact that if I didn't think of anything else but footnotes, ignoring fatigue, and continuing to do these footnotes as quickly as possible, I could print the document off, deliver it to my DoS and sleep properly and happy. Somehow I
did it, and slept for 19 hours straight. It wasn't a great start to the course of the exam - which was later full of its own pressures. I felt shells everywhere for the next few days. I now think of it as an amusing tale and as an example of something not to be done, for me and for others, but there is no way to
get away from the fact that it was very unpleasant at the time. Do. I learned my lesson in the finals and worked through my degree more consistently — especially the thesis. However, at this point you will, dear reader, want to know what i got for that second year letter. I don't know how: but I have 67.
Knighty is the independent newspaper of Cambridge University, established in its present form in 1947. In order to maintain our editorial independence, our print newspaper and news site receive no funding from Cambridge University or its constituent colleges. We therefore rely almost entirely on funding
announcements, and during this unprecedented global crisis, we expect to have a few months and difficult years ahead. Despite this situation, we will look at innovative ways to look at our readers' service with digital content and of course in print as well. We therefore ask our readers, if they wish, to make
a donation of less than £1, to help with our operating costs at least until this global crisis is over and things begin to return to normal. Thank you so much to all of us here at Varsity we would like to wish you, your friends, families and all your loved ones safe and healthy a few months into the future. Before.
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